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cypher
/’sīfər/
The dictionary definition of cypher is ‘a secret or disguised way of writing’. In many 
ways, this is the essence of comics storytelling – the image, rather than the word, is 
a disguise for many words, that can convey meaning, emotion, and can re/frame 
an entire narrative.

Rap and hip hop culture has taken the word and ascribed a new meaning: ‘an 
informal gathering of rappers, beatboxers and/or breakdancers in a circle, in 
order to jam musically together.’ This, too, we find relevant to this project, in that 
we are bringing together artists and HRDs in freestyle collaboration of activism and 
art with the aim of informing, elevating and inspiring. 

For us, this captures the spirit of why we are working in comics and guides how we 
facilitate the process of creative production.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution - This license allows reusers to copy and distribute the material in any 
medium or format in unadapted form only, for noncommercial purposes only, and only so long as attribution is given to the creator.

https://www.frontlinedefenders.org/en/resource-publication/cypher-comics
https://www.frontlinedefenders.org/en/resource-publication/cypher-comics
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adam shapiro

Every year, 8 March is marked as International Women’s Day, and while this has become an 
important day for mobilization, it can also become a convenient, almost trite, way for some 
recognition of the work of women that goes on 365 days a year. There has, perhaps, never 
been a time in history in which women’s rights and women’s struggles have received greater 
attention, and yet, it seems like the mountain is getting taller the higher we climb.

Since the COVID-19 pandemic changed all of our lives, a second pandemic has taken hold, but 
received minuscule attention by comparison – domestic violence and violence against women. 
According to the American Journal of Emergency Medicine and the United Nations group 
U.N. Women, when the pandemic began, incidents of domestic violence increased 300% in 
Hubei, China; 25% in Argentina, 30% in Cyprus, 33% in Singapore and 50% in Brazil.11 And 
physical safety is only part of the story – women have been disproportionately impacted 
economically by COVID-19 as well.

And yet, basic protections for women continue to be eroded, notably the recent decision by 
the government of Turkey to withdraw from the Istanbul Convention and previous moves by the 
Polish government to restrict women’s sexual and reproductive health rights.

With this edition, we share stories of struggle, of WHRDs at the forefront of asserting basic 
rights and coming under attack. And ask the reader to treat every day as if it is 8 March, and 
work for gender justice as part of solidarity and struggle for human rights.

1 See Time Magazine: https://time.com/5928539/domestic-violence-covid-19/

Editorial

https://time.com/5928539/domestic-violence-covid-19/
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Call it what you like. Call it femicide, female 
homicide; split it into groups and proportions 
with fancy words and categories. At the end 
it is what it is. Women and girls are getting 
killed, murdered, destroyed. Daily. 

If not physically harmed or diminished, the 
attack is emotional and psychological. To 
keep women down. Their voices, wishes 
and needs down. To take as one pleases. 
To harm as needed. To control and conquer. 
For what? I truly don’t care. This is warfare 
on women’s bodies and beings. Physical, 
mental, emotional warfare. Perpetrated by 
intimate partners as well as by states. No 
sugar cancoat this rot.

March 2021

beldan sezen

From: Recent protests against the Turkish government’s decision 
to pull out the Istanbul Convention which specifically aims to 
combat and prevent violence against women.

Editorial
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Mexico
Nearly 1,000 women were killed in Mexico in 2020, the crime of femicide. In 
March 2020, emergency call centers in the country registered 26,000 calls - the 
most ever for a single month, a result of increasing violence and the impact of 
COVID-19.

But femicide is not new in Mexico and cannot be blamed on the global health 
crisis. It has been a health crisis in Mexico for over two decades. And in the 
aftermath of killings, other women end up at the forefront of searching for their 
daughters, campaigning for justice and against impunity, and working to hold 
broken families together.

In 2015, Fátima Varinia Quintara Gutiérrez was killed. Her mother Lorena 
began a campaign to bring the perpetrators to justice and joined a growing 
movement of mostly women who struggle in the aftermath of a femicide to do 
the work that should be done by the authorities - to investigate, to ask questions, 
to probe and to speak out. This is her story.

Illustrations: Eréndira Derbez (@erederbez) 
   Estudio Plumbago (@EstudioPlumbago) 

mailto:@erederbez
mailto:@EstudioPlumbago
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Laos
Ms. Houayheuang Xayabouly, also known as Muay, is a Lao tour guide 
and shop owner. Most importantly, she is also an environmental activist 
and woman human rights defender. She contributes to the protection and 
respect for the rights of the Lao people, by highlighting the harms caused 
from business activities and corruption, as well as calling for redress for the 
communities impacted. 

As a result of Muay’s contribution to ensure the protection and respect for 
the rights of the Lao people, she was made an example of by the government 
of Lao PDR.

She is currently imprisoned, facing a prison sentence of 5 years and a fine of 
20 million Kip, after a pre-trial detention and a summary trial where due 
process and fair trial standards were not complied with: she was arbitrarily 
arrested on 12 September 2019 and detained since then. In November 2019 
she was convicted of criminal defamation and distributing anti-state 
propaganda under article 117 of the Criminal Code. 

Muay was targeted for the legitimate human rights work that she carried out 
in support of the rights of grassroots communities in Lao PDR:

(text from Manushya Foundation and the #FreeMuay campaign: 
https://www.manushyafoundation.org/free-muay-from-jail-in-laos)

Artist:  Kori Song

Kori Song is an illustrator and artist currently based in Hong Kong.  Her 
illustrations are selected for the 2020 Illustrators Exhibition of the Bologna 
Children’s Book Fair.

korisong.com
Instagram 

https://www.manushyafoundation.org/free-muay-from-jail-in-laos) 
http://korisong.com 
https://www.instagram.com/tree_w/?hl=en
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Azerbaijan

With rates of suicide among young women and teenage girls on the rise, 
as well as rates of domestic violence - including killing - in Azerbaijan, 
authorities seem to be fixated not on addressing these problems, but 
rather on criminalizing feminist activists and women human rights defenders. 

Gülnara Mehdiyeva has been at the forefront of both pursuing justice and 
promoting women’s rights, as well as being targeted by state officials, police 
and reactionary forces in society. She has been subjected to physical abuse, 
harassment, smear campaigns and online violence. And for what? Because 
she organizes women’s marches, supports women victims of violence and 
calls for the authorities to act to protect women and women’s rights.

This is the life of a feminist activist in Azerbaijan in 2021.

Artist:  Madina Zholdybekova

Madina Zholdybekova aka Madikendraws is a mixed-media illustrator born 
and raised in Kazakhstan, currently based in Nuremberg. In her artworks, 
she comprehends the different roles of women and documents a surrounding 
reality.

Instagram

https://instagram.com/madikendraws 
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“The government already created the image of “prostitutes” for the feminist, 
with trolls insulting feminists under every [social media] post. We are afraid 
to go outside for sudden attacks from the government (they could easily 
blame traditions). The constant fear of personal information being spread 
and waiting for the subsequent cyberattacks affects our psychology and results 
in nightmares day or night.”
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Find us online
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frontlinedefenders.org/cypher

https://www.instagram.com/cypher_comics/
https://www.facebook.com/FrontLineDefenders
https://twitter.com/FrontLineHRD
https://www.frontlinedefenders.org/en/resource-publication/cypher-comics

